
Thank you so much for volunteering for VBS on our Crew Building team. We will have a
brief (Crew Building Team member) meeting early next week. Are you free to come on
MONDAY morning at 10:30? (We originally said Tues but we need to get crackin'!)
If you can, please work on your grade/book starting on Monday, June 3rd and if you can,
please return to me on Friday, June 7th. It's a quick turn around time, I know! If we could
have even a couple of books ready to go on Friday, that would help tremendously.
Sunday, June 9 is a big work day for crew leader assignments and we backed up to a big
deadline of Wednesday at noon when all registration shuts down. If you aren't able to
turn your book in to me on Friday, the 7th, could you please try and bring it to me on
Sunday during church? You can put it on my desk anytime throughout the morning.

If you have any questions, please call me at 210-379-4984.

Day Date Detail

Saturday Easter Saturday VBS Child Registration goes live @ 6pm

Saturday Easter Saturday VBS Vol Registration goes live @ 6pm

Sunday 6/1/2014 Buddy Request closes at 11:59pm

Monday 6/2/2014 Crew Builders start working on books

All age/grade mistakes NEED to be
polished and done by the time we are
ready to run reports. This is a most
stressful day.

Tuesday 6/3/2014 Crew Builders work on books

Wednesday 6/4/2014 Crew Builders work on books

Thursday 6/5/2014 Crew Builders work on books

Friday 6/6/2014 Crew Builders RETURN books by 9AM (or sooner

2014 notes-
What about closing buddy requests on Wednesday...18 days before VBS Monday. That
would give us a few days to clean DB and make sure it's TIGHT! Reports to run are
always a bear and very stressful
Dancer drawing needs to be done same time buddy request goes down...18 days prior
so that it can be ready for Crew Builder reports
Summer blast/ Kinder camp crews need to be done earlier...like Friday 16 days before
CB pick up books 14 days.
DB clean up- Comments; age/grade discrepencies; dancers; summer blast; kinder camp;
duplicates;

First Draft of New DB and Crew Building REPORTS
Here are some of the things we have encountered so far in our review of the data for
crew building. The alpha list looks fine...our comments are regarding the buddies and the
Matched Buddy List.
- This list includes the buddy requests as well as anyone who has not requested a buddy.
That is fine, but that information is duplicated by printing out the "Unmatched Buddy" List.
It would be nice to have one list with just buddy requests and a separate one for children
with no buddy requests.
- Anyone who has not requested a buddy has a comment of "Unidentified Buddy". This is
a misnomer, since an Unidentified Buddy is a buddy who has been requested but not
matched up in the database. It would be more accurate to say "No Buddy Request".
- The comment column has several listings shown as "Large Grade Difference". In many
cases, there is no grade difference for these requests. There is a grade difference for
some, but I would estimate it to be 10-15% of the listings that have that comment.
- You mentioned that you tried to weed out the situations where a buddy request was
from another grade, but we are still finding them on this list.



- Where there is a comment of "Large Grade Difference", the BID (Buddy ID) is shown as
-1. Many of the requests are for children in that grade that are already registered, so
there actual BID should appear here.
- For the buddy, the "BGrade" appears to be the grade of the requestor, not of the buddy.
The BGrade is listed as the requestor grade even if the buddy requested is actually in
another grade.

- I really like the "one-way" and "two-way" information....very helpful.
- The "Unmatched Buddy" list is actually what we have usually called the "Unidentified
Buddy" list." No big deal....just making sure we are understanding one another.
On No Buddies Request- we need to cross off all summer blast people before report
goes to print

REG SHUT DOWN. It's a roll out process

Kids Tues at 11:59pm. Pre Reg closed. Get nametags at Blue Pre REg area

Vol- Thurs @ 11:59 with removed Area pref; tshirt and Age pref

Sunday- Kid/Volunteer Hard Shut Down at 11:59pm. Registration is CLOSED. Come to
Walk Up Area. Red Area.

Did we get the report done that is printed on labels for the crew leader gallon sized bags?
It has crew leader's last name, first name and shirt size.

We can find it on the old DB.

I didn't see it on the William list. IT's a report melody was talking about the other day.
Under the Admin tab there is a report called Crew Leader T-shirt Bag Labels. It is just a
report, I can put that information into labels, just let me know when the cutoff is and they
are ready to be printed. (This is also another way to see where a crew leader is placed,
besides the crew roster.)

Cut off will be Thursday at midnight so we can do this Friday morning.

Crew Directors- Interns can help with bag stuffing. What time? Friday, I'm assuming, so
we can have the most complete list with no changes.
We will be stuffing packets at 1 on Friday. Please relay that we also need call lists
printed. Both labels and lists in alpha order would be the best!


